Bends in magneto-inductive waveguides
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Abstract

Magneto-inductive (MI) waveguides are periodic structures that operate by magnetic coupling between a set of lumped-element L-C resonators. The effect of waveguide bending on the propagation of MI waves is investigated, and it is shown that discontinuities in axis curvature will typically generate reflections. Changes in the equivalent circuit parameters of two types of MI waveguides (formed from discrete elements and continuous cable, respectively) at abrupt bends are identified, and simple formulae are developed for the reflection and transmission coefficients in each case. It is shown that thin-film MI cable can outperform MI waveguides formed using separate elements, due to the inherent stability of the mutual inductance, and can tolerate extremely tight bends. The theory is confirmed using experiments carried out using thin-film cable operating at ca. 100 MHz frequency.
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1. Introduction

Magneto-inductive (MI) waveguides are low frequency periodic structures that operate by magnetic coupling between lumped-element L-C resonators. To date, two main types have been demonstrated. The first used discrete wire-wound elements mounted on a rod [1,2]. Similar guides used printed circuit board (PCB) elements held in a slotted track [3]. The second used continuously printed arrays of split-ring resonators [4]. However, more practical approaches are required for realistic applications.

Recently, considerable attention has been given to the development of flexible metamaterial for THz applications, and a wide range of resonant elements such as dipoles, Jerusalem crosses, wire pairs and split-ring resonators have been fabricated using single-sided patterning of metal layers on flexible dielectric substrates [5–9]. Larger inductances and capacitances are required at the lower frequencies more typical of MI waveguides, and thin-film magneto-inductive cable has now been demonstrated by using double-sided patterning to construct multilayer capacitors [10]. Such cable has applications where segmentation is required for safety reasons, such as magnetic resonance imaging with an internal detector [11,12]. Several devices based on MI waves have been described, including delay-lines [4], phase shifters [13], passive splitters [14,15], magnetic flux concentrators [16], near-field lenses [17] and ring resonators for detection of MRI signals [18]. However, there has been no work on the effect of bends in magneto-inductive waveguides, although these will be undoubtedly arise in flexible systems.

In other low-frequency RF waveguide systems, discontinuities in axis curvature (for example between
straight and curved sections) generally give rise to reflection or (in multi-mode systems) to mode conversion and (at higher frequencies) to radiation. However, for shallow bends at low frequencies the effects are very small, and systems can be constructed using arbitrary cable runs without difficulty. Larger effects are seen with abrupt bends of small radius, which are needed in PCBs. The effects are well understood for microstrip [19–23], coplanar waveguides (CPW) [24,25] and two-wire line [26–29]. Equivalent circuits exist to model bends, mitred corners are used to reduce reflections from microstrip bends [30], and airbridges are used to prevent mode conversion in CPW bends [31]. Comparable analyses and solutions are clearly required for magneto-inductive waveguides.

In this paper, we present an initial investigation of bends in magneto-inductive waveguides. We begin in Section 2 by identifying the effect of abrupt bends on the equivalent circuit parameters of two types of magneto-inductive guide, formed from discrete elements and as continuous cable, respectively, and show that the latter are inherently more stable. In Section 3, we develop a simple model for the reflection from bends of each type. In Section 4 we verify the model using experiments on magneto-inductive cables operating at low (ca. 100 MHz) frequency. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Magneto-inductive waveguides and bends

In this section, we briefly review the properties of magneto-inductive waveguides, and then consider the format of bends in guides based on discrete elements and continuous cable.

2.1. MI waveguides

Fig. 1a shows a one-dimensional magneto-inductive waveguide, which consists of a set of L-C resonators coupled by mutual inductances M [1,2]. Assuming there is no loss, and that only nearest neighbours are coupled, the equations governing the current \( I_n \) in the \( n \)th element at angular frequency \( \omega \) is:

\[
(j\omega L + 1/j\omega C)I_n + j\omega M(I_{n+1} + I_{n-1}) = 0
\]  

(1)

Assuming a travelling wave solution as \( I_n = I \exp(-jkna) \), where \( k \) is the propagation constant and \( a \) is the element separation, Eq. (1) yields the dispersion equation:

\[
\left\{ 1 - \frac{\omega_0^2}{\omega^2} \right\} + \kappa \cos(ka) = 0
\]

(2)

Here \( \omega_0 = 1/(LC)^{1/2} \) is the angular resonant frequency, \( f_0 = \omega_0/2\pi \) is the corresponding temporal frequency and \( \kappa = 2M/L \) is the coupling coefficient.

A magneto-inductive guide can support forward or backward waves, when the mutual inductance \( M \) (and hence also the coupling coefficient \( \kappa \)) is positive or negative, respectively. In the former case, propagation takes place in a band ranging from \( 1/\sqrt{1+\kappa} \leq \omega/\omega_0 \leq 1/\sqrt{1-\kappa} \). If loss is included in the model, the propagation constant becomes complex, so that \( k = k' - jk'' \). For small losses \( k''a \approx 1/(\kappa Q \sin(k'a)) \), where \( Q = \omega L/R \) is the \( Q \)-factor of the elements and \( R \) is the loop resistance. Consequently, low propagation loss requires strongly coupled elements
with a high $Q$-factor. A non-reflective termination can be formed by inserting an impedance $Z_0 = j\omega M \exp(-jka)$ into the final element. At mid-band, when $\omega = \omega_0$ and $ka = \pi/2$, $Z_0$ reduces to the real value $Z_{0M} = \omega_0 M$, allowing a magneto-inductive waveguide to be coupled to a resistive load.

2.2. Waveguides formed from discrete elements and as continuous cable

Fig. 1b and c shows magneto-inductive guides based on discrete elements in the axial and planar configurations (which support forward and backward waves, respectively). In each case, the element is formed from an inductor $L$ and a capacitor $C$. Strong coupling with a maximum possible value of $\kappa = 2$ (axial) and $\kappa = -1$ (planar) is obtained if the elements are placed close together. Since the element separation must then be small, losses per metre may then still be high. In addition, second nearest neighbour interactions will almost certainly become significant [32].

Fig. 1d shows thin-film cable [10], which supports forward waves. Each element is now realised using a pair of series-connected inductors of value $L/2$ and a pair of series-connected capacitors $2C$. The capacitors are formed as parallel plate components, using a very thin flexible substrate as a dielectric interlayer. The inductors are overlaid on either side of the substrate, so that strong coupling is inherently obtained. Although the maximum possible coupling strength is reduced to $\kappa = 1$, losses per metre can be much lower because of the larger element separation, and second neighbour effects are minimal.

Each type of guide can be modelled using Eqs. (1) and (2), and each may be formed into a bend by a variation in the propagation axis. At the low operating frequencies of typical MI systems there will be little radiation loss. Instead, the main effect of bending will be to generate reflections. We now consider the mechanism for reflection in each case.

2.3. Bends in discrete-element waveguides

Because propagation losses are typically high in MI systems, we focus on arrangements that involve only a small number of elements. An abrupt $90^\circ$ bend in a discrete system can be realised by changing the orientation of the elements. For discrete-element guides, the results are as shown in Fig. 2. For the axial configuration with circular or square elements, only one distinct bending axis need be considered (Fig. 2a). However, the insertion of an element inclined at $45^\circ$ to the propagation axis is really required at the bend, to avoid a drastic change in local properties. For the planar configuration, there are two possible bending axes (Fig. 2b and c). For in-plane bending, only a change in element position is needed. For out-of-plane bending, a change in element orientation is again involved, and insertion of additional inclined elements is likely to be beneficial.

In each case, $L$ and $C$ are unaltered, so the resonant frequency $f_0$ must remain constant. However, the mutual inductance can certainly change. For the axial configuration, the mutual inductance between near neighbours...
may change to $M'$ near the inclined element. For the planar configuration with in-plane bending, it is simple to hold the mutual inductance $M_1$ between nearest neighbours constant. However, significant mutual inductance $M_2$ may arise between non-nearest neighbours. For out-of-plane bending, there are again likely to be changes in nearest-neighbour effects. These may be cancelled to first order using a mechanical linkage developed for flexible MI ring resonators [18], which can adjust the separation of inclined elements to compensate for changes in angle. However, as has previously been shown, it is not possible to compensate for second neighbour effects.

Because of the complications arising from second neighbour effects, we focus on the axial configuration. To avoid reflections, $M'$ should equal $M$ as far as possible. This requirement imposes constraints on the relative values of the spacing $a$ and $a'$ in the straight and bent sections. We illustrate the constraints by using the freeware numerical simulation tool FASTHENRY [33] to estimate the self- and mutual inductance obtained with elements based on single-turn square inductors. The assumed dimensions were a loop width $w = 20$ mm and height $h = 20$ mm, and a conductor track width and thickness of 0.5 mm and 0.035 mm, respectively. Fig. 3a shows the variation of the coupling coefficient with element spacing, assuming that the elements are firstly parallel and secondly inclined at 45° to each other. In the former case, $\kappa$ reduces monotonically with $a/w$ from a maximum of 2 at small separation. In the latter, $\kappa$ falls from a much lower maximum of $\approx 0.63$. However, the functional forms are not identical and $M'/M$ rises slowly from $\approx 0.32$ to 0.5 over the range shown.

The straight-line construction shows how discontinuities in $\kappa$ may be avoided in a bend. Starting with the minimum practical separation (here, assumed to be 2 mm, so that $a'/w = 0.1$) the value of the coupling coefficient in the bend is read off (here, as around 0.28). The separation giving the same value of $\kappa$ in the straight section is then found (here, as around $a/w = 0.35$, so that $a = 7$ mm). If these two different values of element separation are used in the straight and bent sections of the waveguide, the bend will then present no discontinuity in mutual inductance. This construction shows that arrangements that avoid discontinuities can be found in principle. However, because the element spacing must then be precisely defined along the entire length of the guide, these will be difficult to achieve in practice. In addition, the reduced mutual inductance of inclined elements implies that the coupling coefficient everywhere must then be relatively small, so that propagation losses will be high.

2.4. Bends in continuous cable

Using thin-film cable, a bend can only be realised if the elements are physically distorted. Bending can now only take place about one axis. However, this is not an important restriction since twisting can provide the additional degree of freedom needed for arbitrary pathways. In this case, the position and length of the bend will alter the outcome. If the axis of the bend passes through the capacitors (for example, along the line $A-A'$ in Fig. 1d) and the bend is limited therein, there will be hardly any effect. One way to minimise bending effects might therefore be to stiffen the cable near the inductors, so that deformation is restricted to the capacitors. Alternatively, if the axis passes through the inductors (for example, along $B-B'$) we might expect to see changes in inductance in two adjacent elements. Fig. 2d shows a symmetric 90° bend formed in this way. In this case $f_0$ can alter, and variations in $f_0$ will again generate reflections. However, since the inductors of adjacent elements are intimately connected, self- and mutual inductances are likely to alter at almost exactly the same rate.
To see the effects, simulations were again carried out using FASTHENRY, this time assuming rectangular inductors with a length $h = 60$ mm, and a conductor width and thickness of 0.5 mm and 0.035 mm. Long conductors were sub-divided into 12 sections, whose relative orientations could be altered to simulate an inductor bent into a circular arc. Calculations were carried out for different arc radii (i.e. without restricting the bend angle to $90^\circ$), using different values of the aspect ratio $h/w$. Fig. 3b shows the variation of the ratio $L'/L$ with the normalised bend radius $r/h$. The inductance is approximately constant for large $r/h$, but starts to fall when $r/h < 0.5$. The effect is delayed and reduced for larger $h/w$, i.e. for longer, thinner inductors. However, the reduction is in all cases small, and only around 1% when $r = 2h/\pi$ (a $90^\circ$ bend).

These results are in qualitative agreement with earlier findings for the reduction in inductance caused by bends in two-wire line [27]. The implication is, somewhat surprisingly, that the inductance of a long, thin inductor is very stable against bending. Consequently, the effect of distorting a cable should be limited to small changes in $f_0$ and even smaller changes in $M/L$. It is therefore unlikely that the complicated compensation described above for a discrete-element bend will be required.

3. Reflections from bends

In this section, we consider the reflection that must arise at the discontinuity between straight and curved magneto-inductive waveguides, using the models for discrete and continuous systems introduced in the previous section.

3.1. Discrete elements

The effect of a bend on wave propagation may be modelled by assuming a locally modified equivalent circuit. For a guide formed using discrete elements in the axial configuration, the circuit is as shown in Fig. 4a. Here the bend is located in element 0, and the mutual inductance to neighbours on either side is simply modified from $M$ to $M'$. Away from the bend, Eq. (1) is still valid, but the circuit equations for elements $-1$, 0 and +1 are now:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ joL - 1/joC \} I_{-1} + joM' I_{0} + MJ_{-2} & = 0 \\
\{ joL - 1/joC \} I_{0} + joM' I_{1} + MJ_{-1} & = 0 \\
\{ joL - 1/joC \} I_{1} + joM' I_{0} & = 0 
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

Since these equations are similar to ones used in [15] to describe magneto-inductive Fabry–Perot resonators, we would expect similar behaviour. Solutions away from the junction are assumed in the form of incident, reflected and transmitted waves, as:

\[
I_n = I \exp(-jka) + R \exp(+jka) \quad n \leq -1
\]

\[
I_n = T \exp(-jka) \quad n \geq +1
\]

(4)

Here $R$ and $T$ are unknown coefficients, as is the current $I_0$. Eq. (4) satisfy Eq. (1) automatically. Substituting into Eq. (3), using the dispersion equation and eliminating $I_0$, the reflection and transmission coefficients $\Gamma = R/I$ and $T = T/I$ can be found as:

\[
\Gamma = \frac{(1 - \mu^2)(\exp(+jka) + \exp(-jka))}{(2\mu^2 - 1)\exp(-jka) - \exp(+jka)}
\]

\[
T = \frac{\mu^2(\exp(-jka) - \exp(+jka))}{(2\mu^2 - 1)\exp(-jka) - \exp(+jka)}
\]

(5)

Here $\mu = M'/M$. It is simple to show both analytically and numerically that the solutions conserve power, so that $\Gamma^* \Gamma + TT^* = 1$. The reflection and transmission coefficients depend only on $\mu$ and the propagation constant. The reflection clearly vanishes if $\mu = 1$, i.e. if there is no discontinuity. If we now assume that $M'/M$ is close to unity, so that $\mu = 1 + \varepsilon$, where $\varepsilon$ is small, a first-order approximation to the reflection coefficient may be found...
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Fig. 4 shows the exact frequency variation of the power reflection coefficient $|\Gamma|^2$, for the example parameters of $\kappa = 0.6$ and different values of $\mu$. For this value of coupling strength, propagation takes place in the band $0.79 < \omega / \omega_0 < 1.58$. For $\mu \approx 1$, the reflection is low except near the band edges, and zero at $\omega = \omega_0$. As $\mu$ departs further from unity, the reflection increases everywhere except at $\omega = \omega_0$, so that the bend does indeed start to act as a Fabry–Perot cavity, transmitting only at one frequency. This behaviour highlights two important features of magneto-inductive waveguides formed from discrete elements, namely etalon effects in poorly designed bends and the need for a general reduction in coupling coefficient (and a consequent increase in propagation loss) to avoid such affects.

3.2. Continuous cable

Fig. 5a shows the corresponding equivalent circuit for a bend in thin-film cable, located in elements $-1$ and $0$. Now we assume that the relevant component values alter from $L/2$ to $L'/2$ and from $M$ to $M'$. Assuming that the self- and mutual inductance alter at the same rate, we can write $L'/L = M'/M = \mu$. Away from the bend, the circuit equations are again as Eq. (1). However, for elements $-1$ and $0$ they modify to:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ joL(1 + \mu)/2 + 1/joC \} I_{-1} + joM \{ \mu I_0 + I_{-2} \} &= 0 \\
\{ joL(1 + \mu)/2 + 1/joC \} I_0 + joM \{ I_1 + \mu I_{-1} \} &= 0
\end{align*}
\] (7)

Assuming solutions in terms of incident, reflected and transmitted waves as before, the reflection and transmission coefficients can be obtained for this case as:

\[
\Gamma = -\frac{2 \mu \kappa^2 (1 - \mu^2) + (1 - \mu^2 \kappa^2) \exp(jka) - \kappa(1 - \mu) \exp(+j2ka)}{2 \mu \kappa^2 \exp(+jka) + [(1 - \mu)^2 - \mu^2 \kappa^2] \exp(-jka)}
\] (8)

Eq. (8) are similar to Eq. (5), but now contain the coupling coefficient $\kappa$. Again, it can be shown that these solutions conserve power. Putting $\mu = 1 + \varepsilon$ once again, an approximation for the reflection coefficient valid for small discontinuities may be found as:

\[
\Gamma = \frac{-j(\varepsilon/\mu) \exp(jka)[\cos(ka) + \kappa]}{\sin(ka)}
\] (9)

Eq. (9) implies that the reflection coefficient will again be proportional to the fractional discontinuity, and will increase at the band edges. However, $\Gamma$ will now be zero at the frequency for which $\cos(ka) + \kappa = 0$, namely $\omega = \omega_0 \sqrt{1 - \kappa^2}$, rather than at $\omega = \omega_0$. Fig. 5b shows the exact frequency variation of the power reflection coefficient $|\Gamma|^2$, for $\kappa = 0.6$ and different values of $\mu$. These plots are qualitatively similar to, but differ in detail from, those in Fig. 4b. Once again, for $\mu \approx 1$, the reflection is again low except near the band edges, and zero at $\omega = \omega_0$. As $\mu$ departs further from unity, the reflection increases everywhere except at an optimum frequency, which gradually shifts to higher values.

In each of Figs. 4b and 5b, the plots for $\mu = 0.99$ show low reflection across the band. In this case, it should be possible to construct high performance magneto-
inductive systems containing bends. However, we again note that a small discontinuity in $\mu$ requires precise placement of the elements in a discrete system, but is obtained automatically in thin-film cable merely provided the bending radius is not too small. On this basis, we may conclude that continuous cables are likely to have considerably better performance.

4. Experimental verification

In this section we verify the findings of the previous section experimentally using batch fabricated components. Due to the lack of stability of discrete-element waveguides, experiments were restricted to thin-film cables.

4.1. Thin-film components

Thin-film components including individual inductors and continuous magneto-inductive cables were fabricated by the UK company Clarydon (Willenhall, West Midlands), using double-sided patterning of copper-clad polyimide [10]. The starting material was 25 $\mu$m thick Kapton® HN (DuPont, Circleville, OH), coated on each side with a 35 $\mu$m thick pressure-bonded layer of copper. The copper was patterned by lithography and wet etching. Inductors were fabricated in panels containing 120 components, and cables were fabricated in 2 m lengths containing 24 parallel waveguides.

Each guide was equipped with input and output transducers, consisting of inductors $L/2$ made resonant at the element resonant frequency $\omega_0$ using additional capacitors $2C$. Such transducers provide an excellent match between MI waveguides and resistive loads over the whole propagating band, allowing reflections from the input and output (which would otherwise lead to standing waves) to be largely suppressed and hence allowing additional small internal reflections to be distinguished. Electrical measurements were made with an electronic network analyser with 50 $\Omega$ characteristic impedance (Agilent E5061A).

4.2. Effect of bending on inductance

Changes in inductance were measured experimentally by making isolated inductors resonant using additional capacitors, and using an inductive probe to measure the change in resonant frequency following from a mechanical distortion. The inductor length, breadth and track-width were 60 mm, 5 mm and 0.25 mm, respectively, but a two-turn winding was used to increase $Q$-factor. The elements thus formed had a $Q$-factor of 62 at a resonant frequency of $f_0 = 70.5$ MHz. Inductors were wrapped around cylindrical plastic mandrels of differing radii, and the variations in their resonant frequencies were measured. The results are shown superimposed in Fig. 3b. A similar trend to the corresponding theoretical prediction is observed. $L'/L$ is effectively constant until $r/h = 0.5$, and falls by around 9% over the range 0.5 > $r/h$ > 0.1. Resonant elements were also twisted, and little change in $f_0$ was seen. These results confirm that the properties of thin-film inductors are very stable, except of course to bending about an axis parallel to the conductors.

4.3. Effect of bending on cable

Experiments were then carried out on thin-film cables. Cable with an element length, element spacing and conductor spacing of 200 mm, 100 mm and 4.7 mm was used. Elsewhere [5], it has been shown that the resonant elements had a resonant frequency of $f_0 = 95$ MHz and a $Q$-factor of 48. The cable had a coupling coefficient $\kappa = 0.675$ and a mid-band impedance $Z_{0M} = 48.6 \Omega$ and hence gave very low end-reflections when resonant transducers were used for coupling to 50 $\Omega$ impedance. However, some care was required to achieve repeatable results. Particularly, it was necessary to ensure that the SMA connectors used to connect to the measurement system did not distort the transducer elements. If this was done, very systematic behaviour was observed, and only the extreme cases need be discussed.

Initially, the network analyser was used as a signal source and a 50 $\Omega$ load was used as a termination. No systematic change in the reflection ($S_{11}$) could be seen when one or more 90° bends of different radii were inserted at different points in an otherwise straight cable, unless sections of the cable were brought close enough together for different elements to couple magnetically.

To see any change in performance, much more extensive bending was therefore investigated. Both the cable and the transducers were wrapped around cylindrical mandrels as shown in Fig. 5, using mandrel radii as small as 5 mm. In this last case, the bends are extremely tight, and it seems unlikely that any practical application would require smaller fractional radii. A spiral pitch of 10 mm (approximately twice the conductor spacing) was used, and the number of turns per period was $N = a/2\pi R = 3.18$ with $a = 100$ mm.

The network analyser was then used to measure both reflection ($S_{11}$) and transmission ($S_{21}$), using coaxial cable to construct any additional electrical links needed. Fig. 6 compares the frequency variation of the $S$-parameters for straight cable (thick lines) and a
spiral-wound cable with \( R = 5 \text{ mm} \) (thin lines). Propagation takes place in a band ranging from \( \approx 70 \text{ MHz} \) to \( \approx 160 \text{ MHz} \). In each case, the transmission is high, with a peak value of \(-6 \text{ dB}\), suggesting that propagation losses are low. For the straight cable, the reflection is below \(-20 \text{ dB}\), confirming the effectiveness of the transducers, and no standing waves are evident.

For spiral-wound cable, there is almost no change in either \( S_{21} \) or \( S_{11} \), apart from a slight up-shift in frequency of the band due to the change in \( f_0 \) described earlier. There are no etalon effects, and it does not appear that adjacent turns of the spiral winding are coupled magnetically. There is however a slight reduction in the pass-band width, which suggests that the previous assertion concerning the stability of the ratio \( M/L \) may require further consideration. On this basis, it appears that thin-film MI waveguides with the right design are almost entirely insensitive to bending, a key requirement for practical application.

5. Conclusions

Bends in magneto-inductive waveguides have been shown present discontinuities in local parameters such as mutual or self-inductance that cause reflections. Equivalent circuits have been presented for abrupt bends in two forms of MI waveguide (based on discrete elements and continuous cable, respectively), and simple expressions have been presented for the reflection coefficient in each case. Discrete elements have been shown to offer relatively poor performance, due to the strong likelihood of differences in mutual inductance arising at bends, and the need to compensate for such differences using an overall reduction in the coupling coefficient. In contrast, thin-film magneto-inductive cable has been shown to be inherently stable, due to the limited effect of physical distortion on either the self-inductance or the mutual inductance, and low loss propagation through long lengths of spiral-wound cable has been demonstrated. These results suggest that thin-film cable is a promising format for exploitation of magneto-inductive waveguides.
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